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Writing Conclusions 

The conclusion is probably the hardest part of an essay to write well.  Many 

people don’t even see the need for a conclusion; after all, they’ve already said everything 

they want to say!  The conclusion is an extremely important part of the paper, though.  

Along with the introduction, it provides a framework for the rest of the paper.  Think of 

the essay as a sandwich: if the body is the meat, then the introduction and conclusion are 

the top and bottom slices of bread.  Take away the bread, and you don’t have a sandwich; 

you just have a pile of cold cuts! 

 

Your introduction answers the question, “What is this about?”  Your conclusion 

answers the question “Why is this important?” 

Here Are Some Effective Ways To Write A Conclusion: 

• Include a brief summary of the paper's main points.  
• Answer a provocative question you asked in the opening. (If you started your 

opening with “What is courage?” you might start your conclusion with “Courage 

is the ability to keep going when everything seems hopeless.  In The Acorn 

People, Ron Jones had to do just that.”) 

• Use a quotation. (“It has often been said that “Desperation is the mother of 

invention.”  In Ron’s case, this is quite true.  In a desperate situation, he had to 

rely on himself, and to discover new strengths and skills he didn’t know he had.”) 

• Evoke a vivid image. (“Ron’s experiences shape him the same way a piece of 

iron is shaped by a blacksmith.  He is plunged into the fire, but instead of being 

burned up, he comes out stronger than ever.”) 

• End with a warning.  (“It’s easy to take life for granted.  Ron’s experiences are a 

warning to us all that we can’t always rely on others to solve our problems.  

Sometimes, we have to take matters into our own hands and solve our own 

problems.”) 

• Relate your essay to life:  (“Everyone has to grow up eventually, and it’s usually 

a painful process.  Like Ron, we must all learn to make our own way in the world.  

We all encounter painful situations, and we all have to choose whether to give up 

or learn and grow stronger.  Although Ron is tempted to give up and walk away, 

he chooses the path of learning and growth.”) 

• Suggest results or consequences: (“As a result of the hardships he faces, Ron 

learns to take responsibility for himself and others…”) 

 

 

 

 



Here’s What NOT To Do: 

• Do NOT simply repeat your thesis statement. (“That is how Mattie has become 

more self-reliant.”) 

• Do NOT wait until the conclusion to make your thesis statement for the first time. 

• Do NOT introduce significant new information.  New information should be in 

the body of the essay in its own paragraph. 

• Do NOT focus on a single minor point from your essay. 

• Do NOT apologize or suggest that you might be wrong.  (“That is why I think that 

Mattie has become more self-reliant, but that is just my opinion.  You might have 

a different opinion.”) 

Remember: your conclusion should be part of a matched set with your introduction, like a 

pair of matched bookends or two slices of bread.   Try to refer back to the introduction in 

your conclusion through the use of parallelism.  If you asked a question in the 

introduction, ask it again or answer it in your conclusion.   If you used a quote in your 

introduction, sum up how that quote relates to the points you’ve made.  Writing a 

conclusion is an art, not a science; every conclusion is different, because every piece of 

writing is different.  With practice, you’ll master the art of shaping your conclusion to 

your essay.   

 

Five Flavors of Lousy Conclusions 

 

1. The “I Can’t Think Of Anything Else So Here’s My First Paragraph Again” 

Conclusion:  This conclusion just repeats what was said in the introduction, with a few 

words switched around.  It doesn’t give the reader anything new to think about. 

 

2. The “Oh, I Forgot To Say This Before So I’ll Squeeze It At The End” Conclusion: 

Sometimes, you realize right at the end that you forgot to include information that you 

think is important.  If you can, go back and add another body paragraph; if not, don’t try 

to stuff it into your conclusion. 

 

3. The “I Just Stop After My Last Body Paragraph” Conclusion: This isn’t really a 

conclusion at all!  Try to make sure you give your reader a good wrap-up. 

 

4. The “Now I’m Going To Tell You What You Should Have Learned” Conclusion. 

These usually include phrases like “As you can see,” “As I have shown you,” or “By now 

you should know that…”  Don’t do this!  Nobody likes to be talked down to.  If your 

readers haven’t figured out your point by now, telling them that they should have figured 

it out is just going to annoy them. 

 

5. The “Here’s Why You Should Ignore Me” Conclusion: Don’t, don’t, don’t 

apologize for your essay with phrases like “This is just my opinion” or “I could be 

wrong.”  Saying such things just encourages the reader not to take you seriously. 


